	
  
	
  

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
AURORA MULTIMEDIA ANNOUNCES NXT-1330/V
13” TOUCH PANEL CONTROL SYSTEM

— Aurora Multimedia’s new NXT-1330/V in-wall Touch Panel Controller is the latest
(and largest) in the affordable NXT Controller line-up.
MORGANVILLE, NJ, June 13, 2012 (Booth C8736) — Aurora Multimedia, a leader in IP
control systems and HD video distribution, announces shipping of the new NXT-1330
and NXT-1330V 13” touch-panels with 1280x800 pixel resolution showing size does
make a difference (but not in price).
The NXT-1330 and the HD Video version NXT-1330V round out the NXT Touch-Panel
line to a total of 8 different offerings with sizes starting at 3.5”. The NXT-1330/V is a fully
autonomous control system as it embodies the NX WACI (Web Accessible Control
Interface) control engine within its housing. The back of the panel boasts 2-independent
LAN ports (1 with POE), 2-Serial (Bi-directional), 2-IR, 2-Relays and 2-DIO ports not to
mention up to 4-video inputs with dynamic switching and scaling for video preview from
BluRays, Cameras and Video Teleconference components.
On-board legacy WACITM control engine allows full event-based programming. From
real-time clock events, timer queries, if-then-else decision based macro’s and full
dynamic feedback allowing complete behind-the-scenes room control giving a complete
advanced control system in a cost-effective eye-popping display. System is expandable
over IP to other NXT controllers, WACI PAD expanders or distributed Nugget POE port
expanders and integrates with Aurora’s Global Management software TRACS for
complete multi-room support.
The NXT series touch-panels all incorporate a non-proprietary web server for serving up
Flash and non-flash web pages as well as it’s own touch-screen control interface.
Customers are never tied to just the panel. Users can integrate iPads, tablets, smart
phones etc. without any app to download or configure. In today’s world, customers want
more than a standard in-wall touch-panel. With Aurora’s non-proprietary fully
autonomous control systems, the walls are torn down and the lines re-drawn! NXT-1330
and NXT-1330V are priced at $4165 and $4999 MSRP respectively.
Applications: Conference Rooms, Room-Combining, Education, HOW
For further information, please visit www.auroramultimedia.com.
About Aurora Multimedia:
Founded in 1997 by veterans of the audiovisual industry, Aurora Multimedia uses stateof-the-art technologies to define the cutting edge. Since the introduction of its IP-based
control systems and touch panels, Aurora Multimedia has become a dominant force in

	
  
the control system market. Advanced audio/video processors with features such as
audio delay compensation, scaling, multi-image rotation and dual/quad display
processing add to the highly-adaptive, diversified product line. Aurora Multimedia
provides solutions for a variety of global markets including government, education,
security, hospitality, corporate and house of worship.
From the start, Aurora Multimedia Corp. has striven to push the technology
envelope. We do so by developing and manufacturing our products for markets looking
for the most bang-for-the-buck. We take pride in our products, which is why we offer a
3-year warranty.

